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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

{Insert Executive Summary}



SITUATION
ANALYISIS

Research, Positioning, Competitive Review etc.



SECONDARY
RESEARCH

The History of The Win

Source: https://thewintavern33.com/about 

 

Summary/Rationale/Insights: 

• This is the restaurant’s website, and one of the first sources founded while researching. The first step of the process was to get

familiar with the brand, no better place to go than their website. 

• Location is in Jenison, Michigan around 5 minutes away from GVSU’s Allendale Campus. 

• The Win Tavern 33 was opened in 2016 by Robert Wahl, Scott Ingersoll, and Tad Feutz. Their primary mission was to create a family-

oriented, local, restaurant with good foods and good brews. 

• The name “The Win Tavern 33” is very unique. The first part of the name “The Win” describes the street it is located on (Baldwin)

and 33 stands for the year prohibition ended in the US (1933), it is the first bar in Jenison that serves alcohol.



SECONDARY
RESEARCH

The Win’s Current Market Reputation and Reviews 

Source: https://www.facebook.com/TheWinTavern33/ 

 

Summary/Rationale/Insights: 

• Based on the opinions of 327 people (as of October 2019), the Win Tavern 33 received 4.8 out of 5 stars on

Facebook. 

• The Win Tavern 33 has nearly 6,000 likes and 6,000 followers on Facebook. 

• One consumer Sarah Kristina states on Facebook “Food was good, customer service was incredible! I hope they

expand their building, it was packed”



SECONDARY
RESEARCH

The Market as a Whole 

Source: https://bit.ly/33nm1y3

 

Summary/Rationale/Insights: 

• There are 1 million restaurants in the United States, the Win has only one location. 

• 86% of millennials say they will try a new restaurant after seeing food related content online. 

• Only 13% of restaurant consumers consider themselves ‘brand loyal’ to restaurants.

The Consumer 

Source: https://bit.ly/2Mn0QFp 

 

Summary/Rationale/Insights: 

• The average American eats an average of 4.2 meals “commercially prepared” per week. This could serve as a huge advantage for The Win, if

they could capitalize on this fact and be a go-to restaurant for a meal during the week.



SECONDARY
RESEARCH

The Consumer Continued...

Source: https://bit.ly/2Vpnlxe 

 

Summary/Rationale/Insights: 

• According to a recent report by foodservice consulting firm Pentallect Inc, both traffic and revenue growth among

independent restaurants is outperforming chains. This includes a shift in historical patterns, where food chains used

to drive traffic, independent establishments now do this. 

• Pentallect estimated sales of $210 billion for independent restaurants, while chains estimated sales were $312

billion. 

• From 2017 -2020, independent restaurants are expected to see annual revenue increase of 4-5%. 

• Overall, consumers are beginning to prefer independent restaurants over chain restaurants and The Win can

leverage this fact and create a community-based vibe to their restaurant that will leave consumers satisfied.



SECONDARY
RESEARCH

USP for The Win – Alcohol in Restaurants 

Source: https://smallbusiness.chron.com/revenue-comes-selling-alcohol-

34021.html#targetText=Percent%20of%20Revenue,factor%20in%20pricing%20their%20drinks. 

 

Summary/Rationale/Insights: 

• One of The Win’s unique selling propositions is they sell alcohol in a city in which there are no other restaurants to

do so. This creates a mini-monopoly over the restaurant industry in Jenison and creates a strong USP. 

• Most restaurants make alcohol sales account for 30% of their revenue. This is a significant chunk, especially for an

establishment (like The Win) of which it may even be higher.

• The more expensive alcoholic drinks are in restaurants, the more the business hopes to make from alcohol sales. 

• Sales due to alcohol equal about $90 billion per year, and thrive in recessions. 



SECONDARY
RESEARCH

USP for The Win - Alcohol In Restaurants 

Source: https://www.fsrmagazine.com/slideshows/guide-holidays-drive-restaurant-alcohol-sales 

 

Summary/Rationale/Insights: 

• This article briefly outlines how to market alcoholic beverages in restaurants during the holidays. This could be

something The Win could use to its advantage with Halloween, Christmas, and Thanksgiving coming up. 

• NYE: Themed cocktail or bubbly 

 Beer sales: up 22%, Liquor sales: up 31%, Wine sales: up 35% 

• Thanksgiving: “Blackout Wednesday”. Bars tend to have an increase in sales on the Wednesday before

Thanksgiving, since many people are back in their hometown. 

Sales increased by 270%, Liquor sales increased by 114%.



PRIMARY
RESEARCH

Methodology: 
• A group of four GVSU students were asked a variety of questions surrounding the small
business industry, alcohol consumption in restaurants, local vs chain, and community-based
restaurants. These questions were asked in an interview style. 
 
Reasoning: 
• Primary research was conducted within the Jenison/Allendale community in order to better
understand the consumer and his/her wants and desires for a local restaurant. 
 
Questions: 
1. What do you value most in a local restaurant (think of your hometown)? 
2. Does the fact that the restaurant serves alcohol matter to you? 
3. Do you prefer chain restaurants or local restaurants? 
4. Do you prefer if a restaurant is involved in its community? 
5. Have you ever heard of The Win Tavern 33?



PRIMARY
RESEARCH

Participants: 
• Stephen Kiser (co-worker) • Phil Rose (co-worker) • Lauren Kunnen (sister) 
 
Result and Findings: 
• 2/3 people had never heard of The Win Tavern 33 • Everyone preferred local restaurants
over chain restaurants • 0/3 said that the fact the restaurant serves alcohol mattered to
them 
• Keywords that participants valued in a local restaurant: community, passion, green,
environmental, environmentally friendly, involved, passionate, caring. 
 
Overall Insights • Consumers prefer local vs chain restaurants • Alcohol sales are a huge
proponent of income for restaurants • Americans tend to eat out a lot (4 meals a week) •
Younger consumers prefer brands to be environmentally aware and passionate.



STRENGTHS

- Community centered and

involved

- Well-known among

community members

- Variety of food and spirits

WEAKNESSES

- Lack of awareness outside

of local audience

- One location

 

OPPORTUNITIES

- Expansion beyond local

market

- Involvment with CSR

initiatives

THREATS
- Competiton In Grand

Rapids

- Non-unique

product/service

SWOT
ANALYISIS



CAMPAIGN
OBJECTIVES

What are we trying to accomplish?



INCREASE AWARENESS OF
THE WIN TAVERN 33 AND
THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN

THE COMMUNITY.

 

Focus on the genuine aspects of The Win 



TARGET
AUDIENCE

Who are we talking to? Personas etc.



ANYONE IN THE GRAND RAPIDS AREA
THAT ENJOYS GOOD FOOD, GOOD
SPIRITS, AND A COMMUNITY FEEL.
LOCALISTS, FOODIES, AND
ENTERTAINERS WOULD BE THE THREE
SEGMENTS.

GENERAL
AUDIENCE

 



SEGMENTS

 

Localists: • People that go to The Win to experience the local feel and to support the community. Most
are families with kids at the local public school systems, typically men and women ages 30-60. (need a

sense of belonging to community and affiliation).

Entertainers: • People that use The Win as a spot for using/abusing alcohol. Typically come in on
weekends, and stay late. Like to be loud, disruptive, and invite friends. Lots of money coming into the

business from these guys, but possibly wouldn’t want to have them as the face of your brand. Men
and women ages 21-40 and moderate to low income levels. (recognition, dominance)

Foodies: • People that go to The Win to experience the food. These people could care less about the
community or local feel, but just want to have a nice meal. Could be men and women ages 16-20 or

60+. Either retired or young, these people have very little income



SEGMENT PICTURES

LOCALISTS FOODIES ENTERTAINERS



CAMPAIGN
STRATEGY

How will we accomplish our objectives?



ONE THING

"Winners in the community and in the kitchen"

Consumers need to view The Win as a reputable, genuine, community

involved brand that values its community over its profits.



BIG IDEA

Community Involvement

Consumers need to see The Win being heavily involved in the community

and passionate about the success of the community as a whole.



OPINIONS 

I showed Matt Groh and Morgan Johnston, two of my group members

from the Group Revival Campaign my individual campaign tactics.

Morgan suggested that I revise the copy on my print ads, and Matt

suggested making my video ad more cohesive and increase the "shock

factor" of my radio ad. 

 

Overall, I value their feedback and I made some changes based on It.



STATEMENT ABOUT PROGRESS
Going back through my Initial Ideas made me realize that my rough drafts

needed revision. I was able to sit down and have a hard look at my

previous drafts and make some much needed changes. The feedback

from my group members helped a lot, and helped me gain Insights Into

changes that needed to be made that I had previously not realized.

Overall, I had a great time doing this project, especially for a brand that Is

so close to my heart and my hometown. 



CREATIVE

TACTICS
Ads with copy and justifications



BILLBOARDS



PRINT



INTERACTIVE

Background: An Interactive tactic of which would be placed at The

Win location (kiosk), would feature practical examples of how

much of an Influence The Win has In the community.  For example,

the user would Interact with the touchscreen Interface and be able

to see the difference that their meal during a fundraiser made in

the grand scheme of things.  Whether that be a $50 meal donation

that allowed a local student to get a new football helmet, this

could feature testimonials of students or people In the community

that have been Influenced by The Win's Involvement within the

community.

 



VIDEO/TV

STORYBOARD



VIDEO/TV

Explanation of Storyboard:

- The Win would introduce a brand new YouTube series In which

members of the community give testimonials and explain how The

Win has Impacted the community In a positive way. This can be

students, senior citizens, or coaches of sports teams that have

done fundraisers with The Win. Videos would start by Introducing

The Win as a brand on YouTube, and then panning to the

testimonial, and ending with the Impact. These videos would be 2-

3 minutes long, and would be frequent.



RADIO
Roles Key:

Anncr:  Announcer

Prnt 1 (man):  Parent one (man)

Prnt 2 (woman):  Parent two (woman)

Chd 1 (boy):  Child one (boy)

Music

SFX

 

// START //

Chd 1 (boy):  MOMMMM (complaining voice) can we please go out to eat tonight?

Prnt 2 (woman):  No hunny (calming voice), we have food at home and your dad and I want to

watch some TV before bed.

Chd 1 (boy):  But PLEASE (still complaining voice) we never get to go out, and I want to (angry

endtone).

Prnt 1 (man):  Where would you want to go if we did go out son? (questioning and

contemplating).

Chd 1 (boy):  The kids at school were talking about THE WIN TAVERN 33 (insert ooooh and

ahhhhh sfx) having a fundraiser for the baseball team tonight, could we please go!

Prnt 2 (woman):  I didn’t know The Win did fundraising for local sports teams, sure, why not.

Chd 1 (boy):  YAY!

Anncr: “ Winners in the kitchen, and the community” - The Win Tavern 33 located in Jenison

off of Baldwin street.

 



TACTIC OF CHOICE

Theoretically painting a mural on a building In downtown Grand

Rapids for a potential new location. The copy could read "Winners

coming soon" with a fancy, delicious looking food design.  This

would catch the eye of passer-bys and allow for further community

engagement for The Win. The Win could hire an artist, or do It

themselves as a part of a team bonding activity.

Guerilla Tactic



CHANGES MADE

Created Guerilla Tactic and rationale

Guerilla Tactic

Redeisgned background and made billboards visually appealing

Added "wildcat bite" out of the 3rd billboard for visual pleasure

Billboards

Completely redone and revised. Added testimonial idea with

YouTube branded content Ideas

TV/Video

Created engaging story of a local family, added SFX.

Radio

Redeisgned copy within print ads to sound appealing, added

additionally Ideas for consumer with Interactive, kiosk Idea etc.

Print / Interactive



CREATIVE

BRIEF
 



The Product – The Win Tavern 33, a restaurant based in Jenison, Michigan that

serves food, alcohol, and an exciting local environment. 

Key Insight – Younger consumers consider restaurants’ environmental impact,

and prefer local vs chain restaurants.

Advertising Problem – Local restaurants lack awareness and recognition

among the big restaurant names. 

Advertising Objective – Spread awareness throughout the Grand Rapids

community about the Win Tavern 33 brand, and what going to The Win will

mean to the consumer. Advocate for the local, genuine restaurants. 

Target Audience/Segment – Anyone in the Grand Rapids area that enjoys

good food, good spirits, and a community feel. Localists, Foodies, and

Entertainers would be the three segments.

Key Consumer Benefit – Helps people find a sense of community, and know

that they are supporting a key member and role-player in the community. Will

also aid consumers in networking, and enjoying others’ company while also

having delicious food. 



Primary Competitors – 

1. Hopcat 

a. Strengths: Well-established, popular menu items, wide selection of beer,

community feel. 

b. Weaknesses: Could be considered too big for the community, located

mainly in large cities. 

2. Founder’s Brewing Company 

a. Strengths: Wide selection of spirits, professional interior, positive word of

mouth 

b. Weaknesses: Getting too large, expensive etc. 

Current Position – The Win is largely behind its competitors due to how recent

it has opened (2016), and how well-established restaurants like Hopcat and

Founders are in the community. Seems the same as these restaurants, just

smaller and located outside of the city. 

Optimal Position – The Win needs to be positioned equal to these competitors,

but needs to have real community engagement. Being able to show this

engagement practically and genuinely will be a benefit. 

The One Thing – Consumers need to feel that The Win employees/guests are:

“Winners in the community and in the kitchen”. Consumers need to view The

Win as a reputable, genuine, community involved brand that values its

community over its profits. 



Support - The consumer should feel this because they are seeing real

community change and integration.

Brand Promise – We will put you and your community first, before us and our

profits. 

Brand Image/Personality – The Win is genuine, loving, caring, community-

driven, passionate and entertaining. 

Big Idea – “Winners in the community and in the kitchen” and community

involvement

Tone of Message – Genuine, soft tone.
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*Clickable links available on previous midterm campaign book

 


